Compressive imaging apparatus employing multiple modulators in various optical schemes to generate the modulation patterns before the signal is recorded at a detector. The compressive imaging apparatus is equally valid when applying compressive imaging to structured light embodiments where the placement is shifted from the acquisition path between the subject and the detector into the illumination path between the source and the subject to be imaged.
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OTHER PUBLICATIONS

The present invention relates to imaging devices such as cameras, video cameras, microscopes, and other visualization techniques, and more particularly, to the acquisition of sensor-layer image compression in order to store or transmit that data. This compression typically exploits a priori knowledge, such as the fact that an N-pixel image can be well approximated as a sparse linear combination of K << N wavelets. These appropriate wavelet coefficients can be efficiently computed from the N pixel values and then easily stored or transmitted along with their locations. Similar procedures are applied to videos containing F frames of P pixels each; where N=FP denotes the number of video "voxels".

This process has two major shortcomings. First, acquiring large amounts of raw data acquired in a conventional digital image or video often necessitates immediate compression in order to store or transmit that data. This compression typically exploits a priori knowledge, such as the fact that an N-pixel image can be well approximated as a sparse linear combination of K << N wavelets. These appropriate wavelet coefficients can be efficiently computed from the N pixel values and then easily stored or transmitted along with their locations. Similar procedures are applied to videos containing F frames of P pixels each; where N=FP denotes the number of video "voxels".

In a preferred embodiment, the present invention is an imaging system. The imaging system comprises a multilayered modulator for modulating an incident light field by a series of patterns, means for optically computing inner products between the light field and the series of patterns; and means for recovering a signal based upon the inner products and an algorithm. The algorithm may be, for example, at least one of a Greedy reconstruction algorithm, Matching Pursuit, Orthogonal Matching Pursuit, Basis Pursuit, group testing, LASSO, LARS, expectation-maximization, Bayesian estimation algorithm, belief propagation, wavelet-structure exploiting algorithm, Sudocode reconstruction, reconstruction based on manifolds, 1_0 reconstruction, 1_1 reconstruction, and 1_2 reconstruction. The multilayered modulator may comprise first and second disks, wherein the first and second disks spin at different speeds. An imaging plane in the first disk may be aligned diagonally with the first disk. The spindle of the first disk may be aligned with a spindle of the second disk. This embodiment may also be easily extended to three or more disks.

In another embodiment, the multilayered modulator comprises first and second cylinders, wherein the first cylinder is nested at least partially within the second cylinder. In yet another embodiment, the multilayered modulator comprises first and second tapes, wherein the first and second tapes move at any non-zero angle. A variation of this embodiment includes using a single tape that is then threaded to overlay on itself in a specific region in either a parallel or orthogonal manner. In another embodiment, the multilayered modulator comprises a plurality of masks, the masks having partial patterns that are translated horizontally and vertically relative to one another. In a preferred embodiment, the present invention is an imaging system. The imaging system comprises a multilayered modulator for modulating an incident light field by a series of patterns, means for optically computing inner products between the light field and the series of patterns; and means for recovering a signal based upon the inner products and an algorithm. The algorithm may be, for example, at least one of a Greedy reconstruction algorithm, Matching Pursuit, Orthogonal Matching Pursuit, Basis Pursuit, group testing, LASSO, LARS, expectation-maximization, Bayesian estimation algorithm, belief propagation, wavelet-structure exploiting algorithm, Sudocode reconstruction, reconstruction based on manifolds, 1_0 reconstruction, 1_1 reconstruction, and 1_2 reconstruction. The multilayered modulator may comprise first and second cylinders, wherein the first and second cylinders spin at different speeds. An imaging plane in the first disk may be aligned diagonally with the first disk. The spindle of the first disk may be aligned with a spindle of the second disk. This embodiment may also be easily extended to three or more disks.
A method for detecting or classifying a signal. The method maximizes, Bayesian estimation algorithm, belief propagation, wavelet-structure exploiting algorithm, Sudocode reconstruction, reconstruction based on manifolds, \( l_1 \) reconstruction, \( l_0 \) reconstruction, and \( l_2 \) reconstruction.

In yet another embodiment, the present invention is a method for acquiring and recovering a signal. The method comprises the steps of modulating an incident light field by a series of patterns, a detector, said detector optically computing inner products between said light field and said series of patterns, and a processor. The processor recovers a signal based on said inner products and at least one of a Greedy reconstruction algorithm, Matching Pursuit, Orthogonal Matching Pursuit, Basis Pursuit, group testing, LASSO, LARS, expectation-maximization, Bayesian estimation algorithm, belief propagation, wavelet-structure exploiting algorithm, Sudocode reconstruction, reconstruction based on manifolds, \( l_1 \) reconstruction, \( l_0 \) reconstruction, and \( l_2 \) reconstruction.

In yet another embodiment, the present invention is a method for acquiring and recovering a signal. The method comprises the steps of modulating an incident light field by a series of patterns with a multilayered modulator, optically computing inner products between said light field and said series of patterns, and recovering a signal based on said inner products and at least one of a Greedy reconstruction algorithm, Matching Pursuit, Orthogonal Matching Pursuit, Basis Pursuit, group testing, LASSO, LARS, expectation-maximization, Bayesian estimation algorithm, belief propagation, wavelet-structure exploiting algorithm, Sudocode reconstruction, reconstruction based on manifolds, \( l_1 \) reconstruction, \( l_0 \) reconstruction, and \( l_2 \) reconstruction.

In yet another embodiment, the present invention is a method for acquiring and recovering a signal. The method comprises the steps of modulating an incident light field by a series of patterns with a multilayered modulator, optically computing inner products between said light field and said series of patterns, and comparing the optically computed inner products against a set of target templates or using a statistical test to detect the signal or classify a signal into one of a plurality of classes.

Still other aspects, features, and advantages of the present invention are readily apparent from the following detailed description, simply by illustrating a preferable embodiments and implementations. The present invention is also capable of other and different embodiments and its several details can be modified in various obvious respects, all without departing from the spirit and scope of the present invention.

Accordingly, the drawings and descriptions are to be regarded as illustrative in nature, and not as restrictive. Additional objects and advantages of the invention will be set forth in part in the description which follows and in part will be obvious from the description, or may be learned by practice of the invention.

**BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS**

For a more complete understanding of the present invention and the advantages thereof, reference is now made to the following description and the accompanying drawings, in which:

**FIG. 1** is a diagram of a compressive imaging camera.

**FIG. 2A** is a diagram illustrating two spinning disks covered with enough adsorbing/scattering area in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention so that the overlap in the image plane designated by the square box leads to approximately 50% attenuation of the signal at the detector.

**FIG. 2B** is a diagram illustrating an individual wheel of the two where the image plane is rotated 45 degrees so that its diagonal aligns radially with the disk, which would minimize the footprint of the overall device and maximize the patterns on the wheel.

**FIG. 3** is a diagram illustrating almost the complete minimal footprint of the device by having both disks with their spindles aligned but still spinning at different speeds in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention. This also allows the opportunity to add more image planes in the other space and thus more sensors.

**FIG. 4** is a diagram where the overlap of the image planes of the two discs are perpendicular to each other in accordance with a preferred embodiment of the present invention, allowing for maximum entropy in the combination of the partial patterns.

**FIG. 5A** is a side view of an embodiment of the present invention in which the disc system is replaced with two nested cylinders.

**FIG. 5B** is a top view of an embodiment of the present invention in which the disc system is replaced with two nested cylinders.

**FIG. 6** is a diagram of a pair of tapes moving orthogonal to each other in accordance with another preferred embodiment of the present invention.

**FIG. 7** is a diagram showing individual masks with partial patterns that may be translated horizontally, vertically, and depthwise relative to each other in various preferred embodiments of the present invention.

**FIG. 8** is an illustration of a speckle pattern. A combination of translating and rotating speckle patterns could generate enough randomness to acquire the compressive coefficients for reconstruction into an image. A speckle pattern could also be used in combination with a more traditional light modulator such as digital micromirrors or liquid crystals as a combination modulator.

**DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS**

In previous instances of compressive sensing employed in a single pixel camera, an individual optical modulator such as a digital micromirror device, or DMD, was employed. U.S. Patent Application Publication No. 2006/0239336, which is hereby incorporated by reference in its entirety, disclosed a camera architecture, shown in FIG. 1, which uses for random measurements a digital micromirror array to spatially modulate an incident image and reflecting the result to a lens, which focuses the light to a single photodiode for measurement. Mathematically, such measurements corre-
respond to inner products of the incident image with a sequence of pseudorandom patterns. For an image model the system assumes sparsity or compressibility; that is, that there exists some basis, frame, or dictionary (possibly unknown at the camera) in which the image has a concise representation. For reconstruction, the system and method uses the above model (sparsity/compressibility) and some recovery algorithm (based on optimization, greedy, iterative, or other algorithms) to find the sparsest or most compressible or most likely image that explains the obtained measurements. The camera, however, does not have to rely on reflecting light off a digital micromirror device. The concept is that it can be based on any system that is capable of modulating the incident light field $x$ (be it by transmission, reflection, or other means) by some series of patterns $\phi_n$, and then integrating this modulated light field at a number of points to compute the inner products $y(m)=x^T\phi_n$ between the light field and the series of patterns (the so-called “incoherent projections” $y-\Psi x$ described below). From these inner products one can recover the original signal (with fewer inner products than the number of pixels ultimately reconstructed). Examples of systems that can modulate light fields include digital micromirror devices (DMD), LCD shutter arrays (as in an LCD laptop projector), physically moving shutter arrays, or any material that can be made more and less transparent to the light field of interest at different points in space, etc.

One possible hardware realization of the CI concept is a single detector camera; it combines a micro-controlled mirror array displaying a time sequence of $M$ pseudorandom basis images with a single optical sensor to compute incoherent image measurements $y$ as in (1) (see FIG. 1). By adaptively selecting how many measurements to compute, the system trades off the amount of compression versus acquisition time; in contrast, conventional cameras trade off resolution versus the number of pixel sensors.

FIG. 1 shows a compressive imaging (CI) camera. An incident light field 110 corresponding to the desired image $x$ passes through a lens 120 and is then reflected off a digital micromirror device (DMD) array 140 whose mirror orientations are modulated in the pseudorandom pattern sequence supplied by the random number generator or generators 130. Each different mirror pattern produces a voltage at the single photodiode detector 160 that corresponds to one measurement $y(m)$. While only one photodector is shown in FIG. 1, any number of detectors may be used, although typically, the number of photodetectors will be less than the total number of ultimate number of pixels obtained in the image. The voltage level is then quantized by an analog-to-digital converter 170. The bitstream produced is then communicated to a reconstruction algorithm 180, which yields the output image 190.

The DMD may consist, for example, of a 1024 x 768 array of electrostatically actuated micromirrors where each mirror of the array is suspended above an individual SRAM cell. Each mirror rotates about a hinge and can be positioned in one of two states (+12 degrees and -12 degrees from horizontal); thus light falling on the DMD may be reflected in two directions depending on the orientation of the mirrors. Note that the Texas Instruments DMD is one possible embodiment, but many additional embodiments are possible.

Referring again to FIG. 1, with the help of a biconvex lens 120, the desired image is formed on the DMD plane 140; this image acts as an object for the second biconvex lens 150, which focuses the image onto the photodiode 160. The light is collected from one of the two directions in which it is reflected (e.g., the light reflected by mirrors in the +12 degree state). The light from a given configuration of the DMD mirrors 140 is summed at the photodiode 160 to yield an absolute voltage that yields a coefficient $y(m)$ for that configuration. The output of the photodiode 160 is amplified through an op-amp circuit and then digitized by a 12-bit analog to digital converter 170. These are details of one specific embodiment of a CI camera. Various other embodiments are also possible and will be apparent to those of skill in the art.

The present invention expands and improves on the CI camera having DMD, deformable piezoelectric membrane or other single spatial light modulator architectures by replacing an individual light modulator, such as DMD 140 in FIG. 1, with various schemes of multilayered modulators to ease the camera system fabrication, to present a more universal modulation system applicable to all portions of the electromagnetic spectrum, and to preserve still the benefits of imaging by compressive sensing as previously described. Such a system having multilayered modulators is realizable due to the pseudorandom nature of the patterns employed. The image can be reconstructed, exactly or approximately, from the random projections by using a model, in essence to find the best or most likely image (in some metric) among all possible images that could have given rise to those same measurements.

Two or more masks whose combined attenuation, whether through transmission or reflection, will result in 50% blocking of the light at the detector in a knowable and controllable manner may be employed in either an additive sense in the case of transmissive modulation or in a multiplicative manner in the case of reflective modulation. Once a series of coefficients is assembled from shifting of these masks relative to each other and the detector is obtained, an image can be reconstructed from these compressed measurements. Such a scheme could be realized in many different ways for both binary and Gaussian modulators. Although not limited to the following, some examples outlined below include interdigitated spinning disks, rotating concentric cylinders, and laterally translated planar sheets or tapes. The choice of the material in all cases can be optimized for that particular sensor/detector whether capturing images formed by various portions of the electromagnetic spectrum or, in the case of transmission, also include images formed by but not limited to particles such as electrons and neutrons. The mask can be placed in many possible locations in the optical path including but not limited to the image plane, lens plane, or lens focus. This is a method that is only amenable to compressive sensing based on random or pseudo-random patterns and is not feasible in imaging schemes that employ transform coding. The various compressive imaging systems discussed below directly acquire a reduced set of M incoherent projections of an N-pixel image $x$ without first acquiring the N pixel values.

This compressive imaging system directly acquires a reduced set of M incoherent projections of an N-pixel image $x$ without first acquiring the N pixel values. Since the camera is “progressive,” better quality images (larger K) can be obtained by taking a larger number of measurements M. Also, since the data measured by the camera is “future-proof,” new reconstruction algorithms based on better sparsity-allowing image transforms can be applied at a later date to obtain even better quality images.

The recovery of the sparse set of significant coefficients $\{0(n)\}$ can be achieved using optimization or other algorithms by searching for the signal with $l_0$-sparse coeffi-
The optimization problem (2), also known as Basis Pursuit (see Chen, S., Donoho, D., Saunders, M., “Atomic decomposition by basis pursuit,” SIAM J. on Sci. Comp. 20 (1998) 33-61), is significantly more approachable and can be solved with traditional linear programming techniques whose computational complexities are polynomial in N. Although only K+1 measurements are required to recover sparse vectors via $l_0$ optimization, one typically requires M~ck measurements for Basis Pursuit with an overmeasuring factor c>1.


Reconstruction can also be based on other signal models, such as manifolds (see Wakin, M., and Baraniuk, R., “Random Projections of Signal Manifolds” IEEE ICASSP 2006, May 2006, to appear). Manifold models are completely different from sparse or compressible models. Reconstruction algorithms in this case are not necessarily based on sparsity in some basis/frame, yet signals/images can be measured using the systems described here.

The systems described here can also be used to acquire a collection of images or video sequences. Each image or video can be viewed as a point in N-dimensional Euclidean space. Therefore, the collection of images/videos forms a point cloud in N-dimensional Euclidean space. Incoherent projections as implemented in our systems will keep different images/videos well-separated and preserve the neighborhood relationships among similar signals, even if we never intend to reconstruct these images/videos (see Dasgupta, S., Gupta, A., “An elementary proof of the Johnson-Lindenstrauss lemma,” Tech. Rep. TR-99-006, Berkeley, Calif., 1999). The point cloud approach is useful for posing and solving decision problems with collections of images/videos, such as detection, classification, recognition, tracking, registration, and other problems.

The systems described here can also be used to detect the presence of a signal and/or classify a signal into one of a plurality of classes. To accomplish such a task, one can compare the measurements computed by systems described here against a set of target templates that have been pre-computed and stored. Such an approach is known in the compressive sensing literature as smashed filtering (see M. A. Davenport, P. T. Boufounos, M. B. Wakin, and R. G. Baraniuk, “Signal processing with compressive measurements”, Journal of Selected Topics in Signal Processing, vol. 4, no. 2, pp. 445-460, April, 2010). Alternatively, one can use a statistical test such as a likelihood ratio test to detect the presence or lack thereof of the signal.

The preferred embodiment is to reconstruct an N-pixel image or video sequence from M=N measurements. Additional embodiments using more measurements are possible. For example, if we use M>N measurements, then the extra measurements can be used for subsequent processing. For example, additional measurements may be used for averaging or filtering when the image is noisy or corrupted in some way.

The present invention is further described below with reference to FIGS. 2-8. For purposes of simplicity, most of FIGS. 2-8 only illustrate two layers but it will be understood by those of skill in the art that the principal is easily extended to more than two.

As shown in FIG. 2A, in a preferred embodiment of the present invention the CI camera has a multilayered modulator 200 in the form of two spinning disks 210, 220 that are covered with enough adsorbing/scattering area so that the overlap in the image plane designated by the square box 230 leads to approximately 50% attenuation of the signal at the detector. To minimize the correlation of the combined patterns the two disks 210, 220 should be rotating at different speeds such as 3333 Hz and 5000 Hz. The appropriate choice of the speeds could also maximize the number of patterns before repetition begins. The solid lines 240, 250 represent synchronization points on the wheel determined
The claim is as follows:

- An imaging system comprising:
  - a multilayered modulator for modulating an incident light field by a series of patterns, wherein said multilayered modulator comprises a plurality of disks, wherein each of said plurality of disks spins at a different speed;
  - means for optically computing inner products between the light field and said series of patterns; and
  - means for recovering a signal based upon said inner products and an algorithm.

- An imaging system according to claim 1, wherein said plurality of disks have a combined attenuation that results in 50% blocking of light at the means for optically computing inner products.

- An imaging system according to claim 1, wherein said series of patterns are random or pseudorandom.

- An imaging system according to claim 1, wherein said plurality of disks comprises first and second disks.

- An imaging system according to claim 4, wherein an imaging plane in said first disk is aligned diagonally with said second disk.

- An imaging device according to claim 4, wherein a spindle of said first disk is aligned with a spindle of said second disk.

- An imaging device according to claim 1, wherein at least one of said plurality of disks translates horizontally, vertically or depthwise relative to at least one other of said plurality of disks.

- An imaging system comprising:
  - a multilayered modulator for modulating an incident light field by a series of patterns, wherein said multilayered modulator comprises a plurality of disks, wherein each of said plurality of disks spins at a different speed;
  - a detector or detectors. The detector measurements can be associated with the means for optically computing inner products and an algorithm.
13. An imaging device according to claim 8, wherein at least one of said plurality of disks translates horizontally, vertically or depthwise relative to at least one other of said plurality of disks.

14. A method for acquiring and recovering a signal, the method comprising the steps of:
   a) modulating an incident light field by a series of patterns with a multilayered modulator having a plurality of disks, wherein at least two of said plurality of disks spin at different speeds; 
   b) optically computing inner products between said light field and said series of patterns; and
   c) recovering a signal based upon said inner products and at least one of a Greedy reconstruction algorithm, Matching Pursuit, Orthogonal Matching Pursuit, Basis Pursuit, group testing, LASSO, LARS, expectation-maximization, Bayesian estimation algorithm, belief propagation, wavelet-structure exploiting algorithm, Sudo code reconstruction, reconstruction based on manifolds, l_1 reconstruction, l_p reconstruction, and l_2 reconstruction.

15. A method according to claim 14, wherein an imaging plane in a first of said plurality of disks is aligned diagonally with a second of said plurality of disks.

16. A method according to claim 14, wherein a spindle of a first of said plurality of disks is aligned with a spindle of second of said plurality of disks.

17. A method according to claim 14, wherein said series of patterns are random or pseudorandom.

18. A method according to claim 14, wherein said plurality of disks have a combined attenuation that results in 50% blocking of light at the means for optically computing inner products.

19. A method for detecting or classifying a signal, the method comprising the steps of:
   a) modulating an incident light field by a series of patterns with a multilayered modulator having first and second disks, wherein said first and second disks spin at different speeds; 
   b) optically computing inner products between said light field and said series of patterns; and
   c) comparing the optically computed inner products against a set of target templates or using a statistical test to detect the signal or classify a signal into one of a plurality of classes.

20. A method according to claim 19, wherein said series of patterns are random or pseudorandom.